Moen shower head parts diagram

Replacement parts, filters, cartridges and accessories are just a click away. Genuine Moen parts
are designed to extend the life of your faucets. Your Moen faucet or shower head may also work
with specialized parts and accessories for optimal performance. Moen sells thousands of
replacement parts and accessories for thousands of products. It can be confusing trying to
identify the exact item you need, and we want to help by eliminating this confusion. The best
way to figure out what replacement part or accessory you need is if you know the "Model
Number" of your Moen product. Once you know this, the replacement part or accessory can be
identified using the product's "Exploded Parts View" pdf document that can be found on the
product's website page. Generally, our website has this kind of information on products dating
back to approximately For items that may be installed by a builder or plumber, you will find the
model number on the UPC label on the side of your Moen package. But even if your installer,
plumber or you did not keep the package, you can still find your Model Number on the
Instruction Sheet if you've kept this. The instruction sheet looks like this:. If you purchased your
Moen product at a retail store, you will find the Model Number on the side of the box:. Once you
find your Model Number, enter the model number into our Product Finder tool below, or if you
still are unable to locate it, we will help you to locate it with just a few questions with our
Identify My Product tool. Your model number can be found on the box in which your product
was packaged. Sometimes it can be found on the instruction manual included with the product.
If the model number is unavailable, the series number will be helpful when used in conjunction
with the faucet images shown in our replacement part locator. The series number will not be the
exact model number. Once you know your Model Number and find your product on our website,
you will want to locate the "Exploded Parts View" pdf document for the product. You will find
this document listed and linked in our Support area of the product page, like so:. See how to
care for and preserve the finish of your Moen products. Here, you will find general cleaning
instructions and how to remove dried water spots from your Moen faucets. Print guides,
brochures, catalogs, and other information are available for our trade professionals and
builders to download for convenience. Moen Professional. How do I find my "Model Number"?
The instruction sheet looks like this: If you purchased your Moen product at a retail store, you
will find the Model Number on the side of the box: Once you find your Model Number, enter the
model number into our Product Finder tool below, or if you still are unable to locate it, we will
help you to locate it with just a few questions with our Identify My Product tool. Enter name or
model number search products. Find Now How do I find my model number? Where to Find Your
Model Number Your model number can be found on the box in which your product was
packaged. Where to Find Your Serial Number If the model number is unavailable, the series
number will be helpful when used in conjunction with the faucet images shown in our
replacement part locator. Kitchen Faucets. The series number may be stamped on the back side
of the spout, near the base where it swivels on the sink. If you point your spout aerator where
the water comes out so that it is facing the 3 o'clock position, the series number should be
located on the opposite side at the 9 o'clock position. Lavatory Faucets. The series number may
sometimes be found on the underside of the spout. The series number is often found on the
back of the decorative ring located at the bottom of the spout. Don't know your model number?
Identify My Product. Once I have my Model Number, then what? You will find this document
listed and linked in our Support area of the product page, like so: and upon opening this
document, you will find the item numbers and names of all of the parts that make up your
product so you can identify the item you may need for replacement. Don't have all your product
information? Browse all support topics below. Review full product warranties, including Moen's
limited lifetime. Register your product to get technical assistance faster and ensure warranty.
Read questions other Moen customers have asked and find the answers. Thank you! You have
successfully signed up. All are fields required. Email is not valid. Zip code is not valid. Are You
a Moen Owner? Register me! Feedback Close Moen. Website Feedback. Product Support. We
use cookies on this website. We use these cookies to enhance your user experience, improve
the quality of our site, and to show you marketing that is more likely to be relevant to your
interests. We also allow third parties, including our advertising partners, to place cookies on
our websites. By continuing to use this website, you consent to the placement and use of
cookies as described in our Privacy Policy. If you would like to disable the use of all cookies,
including those placed by advertisers, please use your browser's settings to reject cookies on
this site. Re Battery a Milwaukee Drill. I've been spending my time going through the house
fixing and debugging. One the my pet peeves has been the wimpy stream of water in the
shower. The city water pressure out here is well over psi so there's a pressure regulator in the
house set at 70 psi. There's no excuse for a poor stream of water in the shower. I decided that
the shower head must be at fault and probably has some kind of restrictor. I pulled the head off
and found it was a Moen Kingsley shower head and the part number is A It also was imprinted

with 2. Further research told me that it's a Moen Kingsley Positemp. I was able to find the parts
list and manual for this model but nothing about a flow restrictor or disassembly of the shower
head. Before you go ahead and take the whole thing apart pull the O-ring out from the back.
Skip ahead and you'll see some pictures. If you have a newer model it won't have the brass ball
head and is all one piece so it won't come apart anyway. I figured if someone put it together it
must come apart. At first glance there's no obvious way to take this thing apart. Then I noticed
that the little plastic trim cap in the center of the head pops out with a screwdriver exposing a
Phillips screw. I was stuck for a minute but I decided to try to unscrew the plastic spray cap by
holding the case and using my thumbs to rotate the cap counter clockwise. I got lucky and off it
came right off. When the cap is removed it exposes the plastic part that I'll call the water
distributor. In my case the distributor just popped out but you could use a socket to tap it down
out of the case. You'll notice that the distributor has a rubber coated brass ball swivel which is
held in by a plastic collet that is spring loaded. At this point the brass swivel is just sitting on
top of the distributor. Below is the distributor showing the little green plastic part that looks like
one of the parts from a faucet aerator. I'm guessing it acts like a primary water flow distributor
and a flow restrictor. You can simply push this out the bottom of the ball swivel with a little
screwdriver. I pried the 'O' ring out from the green restrictor with a pointed dental tool. I'm not
sure if the shower head will be fine without the complete green part so I opted to just remove
the 'O' ring which looked to me that it blocked a good amount of the surface area of the
incoming water. Now to put the whole thing back together. First put the green restrictor back
into the ball swivel. Simply stick it down in and push it till it seats. We now have to get the
distributor with the spring loaded ball valve back into the case. This part is tricky. You have to
insert the ball swivel into the white water distributor and push it down against the spring so it's
low enough to let the plastic collet tabs retract enough to allow them to push up into the case. I
put a large socket under the distributor. I placed the ball swivel on the top of the distributor just
sitting on the plastic collet. I then placed the case over the distributor. Then I took a long socket
that is just the diameter of the inside of the hole in the case and placed it on the ball swivel
through the case hole. I pushed down on the socket which pushed the ball swivel down into the
distributor against the spring. Once the ball was down far enough the plastic collet can bend
enough to fit up into the case. Now just push the case down and the the distributor and ball
swivel will rise up into the hole in the case and snap in. Now screw the plastic spray cap back
on to the distributor. Make sure you get it on all the way or the shower won't spray right. Put the
Phillips screw back in the center and snap the little plastic trim cap in place and you're done. If
this site has helped you consider a Donation. Donation Info. Why do we need your model
number? Each product has a unique model number just like your car. Locating this number
helps us get you the correct parts. This is an original manufacturer-approved replacement part
which is specially designed for use with Moen faucets. Its purpose is to filter out contaminants
from the water. Over time it will wear out and may get clogged eventually requiring a
replacement to ensure the best results. Refer to the owners manual of your model for the
correct installation of this cartridge filter. Keep in mind it is sold as an individual component.
Note, the filter includes two rubber o-rings to ensure a tight seal. The Cartridge Removal Tool is
sold separately. Installation instructions are included as well. This is a genuine OEM sourced
part which is specially designed for use with Moen faucets. It provides an identical replacement
for a missing or a damaged component that was installed on a new unit. The hose is utilized to
supply water to the faucet. To ensure the correct installation of the new hose, refer to the
included instructions and the diagrams of your model. Keep in mind this high-quality kit
includes one durable hose. You may need a screwdriver and a wrench set to remove the old
hose and connect the new one. This is a genuine manufacturer approved replacement part
designed for use with Moen Faucets. It helps to secure the Handle to the Unit. This part replaces
part This part is supplied directly from the original equipment manufacturer. The Moen
replacement cartridge is designed for use with a variety of faucets. Constructed of plastic and
metal, the cartridge works as an internal seal for the faucet. This part also assists with
managing the water temperature. Please be sure to refer to parts diagram for your model to
ensure the correct repair procedure. An Allen wrench and a pair of pliers might be needed to
replace this component. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart
Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of.
Plumbing Parts. Enter Your Model Number. Repair Center Visit our repair center for
instructional repair videos and articles Go to the repair center. Moen Repair Articles. See More
Articles. Same Day Shipping. Maintenance Kits. Popular Parts. Handle Adapter Kit Part Number:
Hose Service Kit Part Number: Replacement Cartridge Part Number: In-stock inventory ship
from our warehouse in 1 business day. Customer Comments. Thank you for following up on my
part order. I did receive it and it is perfect you have a great company. Sign up. Thank you! Your

email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Bar Faucet Parts. Bathroom
Faucet Parts. Bidet Parts. Butler Faucet Parts. Kitchen Faucet Parts. Misc Parts. Outdoor Faucet
Parts. Spa Faucet Parts. Utitility Faucet Parts. Skip to main content of over 2, results for
"shower head parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon Global
Store. Amazon's Choice for shower head parts. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Get it as soon as
Wed, Mar 3. Editorial recommendations. By BestGifts Earns commissions. One of the most
important parts of a bathroom is the shower head. Shower heads are used daily and need to be
properly maintained so they don't become damaged over time. It's important to have enough
space on the inside of your showerhead to hold multiple showerheads without having to store
them all in one place. Read full article. Best Compact Cup Holder. Compact Holder For
Showerhead. The wall mounting design of the cup holder makes it easy to install. It provides an
adjustable de Best Adjustable Arm. An extension arm for your shower head that can be
adjusted. It comes with a lock joint for better Best Metal Mount. Shower Mount Made From
Metal. Durability is a key factor in the construction of this mount. It features both a male and a
femal Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in 30 days. Best Seller in Handheld
Showerheads. AquaDance High Pressure 6-Setting 3. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Related
searches. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. For over 80 years, Moen has been dedicated to designing
products that you can rely on for a lifetime. Complete your entire home with a vast collection of
products you can trust, from kitchen and bathroom faucets, to bath accessories and smart
home technology. Moen offers a wide range of finishes to choose from: rich, antiqued bronzes,
classic chrome, subtle, warm nickels, and more bold, modern finishes, like black and gold. At
Moen, the customer is at the center of our design process. The needs and insights of our
customers drive the development of delightful, innovative technologies that help make everyday
tasks just a little bit easier, such as motion-sensing technology in the kitchen, and
temperature-controlled showers started from an app. Prepping for family dinners. Bathing the
baby. Watering the plants. It should come as no surprise that you spend more active time in the
kitchen than any other room in the house. And from finishes to innovations to installation, there
are plenty of reasons why Moen is the right choice for your kitchen. From faucets and sinks to
filtration systems and garbage disposals, Moen has endless products to fit seamlessly into your
kitchen. From small, intimate powder rooms to large, luxurious master baths, small changes in
your bathroom can make a big difference in refreshing one of the busiest rooms in the house.
Focus on the details with Moen products, and you'll be able to customize this space - making it
more stylish, while reflecting your personal taste. From bathroom sink faucets and tub fillers to
bath safety and accessories, Moen has endless products to fit seamlessly into your bath. A
shower wakes you up, soothes your senses or relaxes your body - and it starts the minute you
step into the water. It is your sanctuary, a private place for you to unwind from your day or
re-energize yourself to start anew. Start creating your new personal shower space by choosing
Moen fixtures that give you modern styles and innovations. From handheld showers and
rainshowers to slide bars and body sprays, Moen has endless products to fit seamlessly into
your shower. At Moen, we put the customer at the center of everything, including our design
process. Their needs and insights drive the development of delightful, innovative products and
technology that help to make everyday tasks just a little bit easier. Featured Category: Kitchen.
Featured Category: Bathroom. Featured Category: Showering. Featured Category: Smart Home.
From finishes that are guaranteed to last a lifetime, to faucets that perfectly balance your water
pressure, Moen sets the standard for exceptional beauty and reliable, innovative design. Bring
elegance to your home with premium selections from Moen. From the sophistication of period
traditional to the streamlined refinement of minimalist contemporary, you'll find a host of

amazing ways to express your style with products from Moen. Moen replacement part; ABR.
Part number ABR is a brown handheld shower hose. High heat shower hose Brown finish 69
inches. High heat shower hose. Brown finish. Skip to main content. Make sure this fits:. Find the
right part Make sure this fits your model. Can't find your model number? An error occurred,
please retry your last action. No results available. Please select an option. You can find your
product's model number on a plate affixed to the product or in the owner's manual. Even though
parts may look the same, there are often variances in similar parts and it is important to buy
parts that fit your specific model. Most appliances show their model number on a plate
somewhere that looks like this. Number plates can appear in a number of different places,
depending on what type of product your model is. This fits. Check another model. Our finder
cannot confirm if this item fits your model. Try checking the product description for more
information. Thanks for your Feedback. Please provide your feedback Rate your experience:
Poor Rate your experience: Great. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 11 hrs and 35 mins
Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Save with Used Like New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be
damaged. See more. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 5 hrs and 35 mins Details.
Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Visit the
Moen Store. Color: Brown. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Get instant recommendations. Casual Contemporary
Traditional. Installation Style. Oval Rectangular Round Square. Number of Showerhead Jets.
Number of Settings. Setting Type. Flood Full Massage Pause Rain. Clear All. Please adjust the
filters and try again. No more recommendations. Try adjusting your filters. Show more. Featured
items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Moen BN Hose Kit.
American Standard Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the manufacturer. Why Moen? Dedicated product development
and design For over 80 years, Moen has been dedicated to designing products that you can rely
on for a lifetime. Personalize your look with a variety of finishes Moen offers a wide range of
finishes to choose from: rich, antiqued bronzes, classic chrome, subtle, warm nickels, and more
bold, modern finishes, like black and gold. Innovations to power your most meaningful
moments At Moen, the customer is at the center of our design process. Moen Kitchen Solutions
Prepping for family dinners. Your Bathroom by Moen From small, intimate powder rooms to
large, luxurious master baths, small changes in your bathroom can make a big difference in
refreshing one of the busiest rooms in the house. Shower Innovations by Moen A shower wakes
you up, soothes your senses or relaxes your body - and it starts the minute you step into the
water. Moen Smart Home Technology At Moen, we put the customer at the center of everything,
including our design process. Compare with similar items. Product information Color: Brown
Technical Details. No Batteries Required? Click here to make a request to customer service.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and documents Warranty [PDF ].
Important information Bulb Voltage 0 volts. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Color: Brown Verified Purchase. It's only okay
because it fits. Have to replace because of poor design - the spiral wrap is easily pinched at the
handheld fitting, and then it splits, exposing sharp edges, forcing replacement. A protective
spiral wrap for structural integrity would be a simple and welcome fix. One person found this
helpful. Extremely pricey. Matched my old one well. Hope it does not burst like the old one did.
Worked great. See all reviews. More to consider from our brands. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: moen commercial shower head and hand held shower , moen
shower fixtures , moen shower parts , moen shower , moen showers , shower replacement.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. The Shower Head Store. Mediterranean Bronze. Oil-Rubbed
Bronze. Wrought Iron. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn
More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage

customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for "moen shower head parts". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Moen Enliven 3. In stock
on March 1, Limited time deal. Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2.
Lowest price in 30 days. FREE Shipping. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Moen Replacement
Part,Chrome. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Related searches. N
2002 chevy transmission
2002 nissan altima oil filter
haynes repair manual review
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

